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Abstract
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been the recent development of more effective highspeed networking.
Networking technologies such as
FDDI, DQDB, and ATM have allowed communication
rates to increase to the 1OOMbps to 1Gbps and over
range [l] [9] [lo].
Both message-passing libraries and high-speed networks have evolved to the point where programmers
and scientists are now becoming encouraged to port
many of their applications previously executed exclusively on parallel machines into distributed programs
for execution on more readily available networks of
workstations.
A data storage arid retrieval infrastructure needs to
be constructed which will satify data access rates and
capacities required by I/O int,ensive programs. Only
recently has any attempt been made at providing I/O
extensions to message-passing libraries [12] [14]. Although these works recognized the deficiency in message passing libraries, they only constitute partial solutions.
In order to deal with this issue in a gc,neral way,
t.wo problems need to be addressed: first,, the problem of designing a parallel I/O system with a coherent
distributed, concurrent I/O functionality that can be
incorporated as an extension to any message-passing
library; second, the problem of defining a consistent
high performance parallel I/O interface to these libraries. In this paper, we propose a solution to these
problems. We provide an outline of the conceptual
design of a parallel and distributed l/O runtime system, the Virtual Parallel File System (VII”-FS), and
describe its implementation.
For a more dfatailed discussion of the system, see [ 111.
In the next sect.ion, we discuss the conceptual design and implementation of VIP-FS. In section 3, we
describe the communication mechanisms used in VIPFS. In section 4 we present some preliminary perfornance resu1t.s. We conclude in section 5 with brief
discussion of fut,urc: work

In the past couple of years, szynzficant progress has
btmen made in the development of message-passmg libraries for parallel and distributed computing, and in
the area of high-speed networking.
These advances in
computing technology have also led to a tremendous
in.crease in the amount of data being manipulated tend
produced by sciedific
and commercral applica2ion progvms.
Despite iheir popularity,
message-passing liblclries only provide part of the support necessary for
most high performan.ce distributed computing applzcatzcjns - support for hagh speed parallel l/O is still lark211q.
In this paper, we provide an overview of the conceptual design of a parallel and distributed
I/O ,file
sy.stem, the Vwtual Purallel Filz System (VIP-E‘S),
alld describe its implementation.
VIP-F,? makes ‘use
of message-passzng hbraries to provzde a parallel and
dzstributed file system ruhach can ext:cute over multipl,ocessor machines or heterogeneous network envtronm c>nts.

1

Introduction
In the past couple of years, significant progress has
been made in the development of message-passing libraries for parallel and distributed computing
1151
[l:i] [2]. These libraries allow users to produce highly
pclrtable application code by providing a consistent
communication interface over a wide variety of existinp; parallel machines and networks of workstations.
Tlarough collective user experience, a group of primitives which form a set of basic, required communication functionalities has emerged and is currently supported in one form or another by almost all existing
mcbssage-passing libraries.
Another significant event, that has occurred alongside the refinement of message-passing libraries has
-..
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nication between layers within and across hosts is accomplished through the use of message-passing library
primitives.

Application Layer

2.2
Implementation
In the following section we discuss the implementation of VIP-FS. The discussion proceeds in a bottomup manner, from the IDD layer to the Interface layer.
We begin with a brief description of the initialization
and configuration process.

I

8--b work Interface

2.2.1

Figure 1. VIP-FS Functional Organization

2

Design

IDD

Layer

As its primary function, the IDD layer is responsible
for communicating with the local file system and providing a stateless interface to the VIP-FS layer. The
IDD layer is implemented in VIP-FS as a set of Unix
processes.
The IDD supports a non-parallel (i.e., Unix stream)
view of files. It does not have knowledge of the logical
parallel file or of mapping functions; that is, it carries
no knowledge of how data is distributed among the
disk set or among the processors. All communication
with the IDD will take place through a icommunications daemon. Requests will identify the requesting
taskid, the desired operation (i.e.,Read, Write, Open,
Close), the number of bytes involved, anti the data if
necessary (i.e., for Read reqeusts).
IDD processes receive file access requests from the
VPF layer in the form of messages sent through the
message-passing library being used. Requests can be
made for any of the standard Unix file access operations such as open, close, read, write, etc. The IDD
process performs the requested operation and sends
an appropriate response back to the VPF layer. The
IDD process has no notion of any global file space.
The IDD file descriptor for each file is returned to the
requesting VPF layer during the open call request; it
is an index into an array of file descriptors returned
when the IDD process makes an open call to the local
file system.

and Implementation

A key objective in designing VIP-FS is portability.
If the file system is to be an extension to message passing libraries, it must be portable across different libraries; as such, the design must employ only features
which are common to most, if not all, message passing libraries. Also, it must be capable of co-existing
with other (Unix based) data managment or network
file systems that may be employed. Further, it must
be capable of operating in heterogeneous distributed
system environments.
2 .l

Conceptual
Overview
VIP-FS has three functional Iayers: the Interface
layer, the virtual parallel file (VPF) layer, and the
I/O device driver (IDD) layer. Figure 1 illustrates
the logical configuration of VIP-l%.
The Interface layer provides a variety of file access
abstractions to the application program. For example,
it may be a simple interface composed of standard
iJnix open, close, read, write functions Or, the file
system
may accept information describing the rnapping of a parallel file to a partitloned data domain,
and transparently arbitrate access accorcling to this
Inapping.
The VPF layer defines and maintains a unified
global view of all file system components. It provides
the Interface layer with a single file image, allowing
each parallel file to be viewed as a single large file organized as a sequential stream of bytes. It achieves this
lry organizing and coordinating access to the II)D’s
files in such a way that a global., parallel file is constructed whose component stripes are composed of the
independent IDD files. Any specification of a file offset by the Interface layer is resolved by the VPF into
an IDD address, file ID, and IDD file offset.
As shown, the IDD layer is built upon and communicates with the local host’s file system. It manages
each file as an independent non-parallel file and provides a stateless abstraction to the VPF layer above.
‘Thus, the IDD layer acts as the mediator between the
local host file syst,em and the VPF layer. Contmu-

2.2.2

VPF

Layer

The VPF layer provides distributed applications with
a single file image for every parallel file that is opened.
It’s key function is to enforce the mapping of the distributed application’s (distributed) data domain to
the parallel file. It maintains the data structures necessary to support the view of logical parallel file structures. It manages pointers to each of the Unix files
that comprise every parallel file. Requests to the file
system (in the parallel file view) will be translated into
requests to the IDD layer which are the custodians of
the Unix files comprising the parallel file. Response
data returned by the IDD layer will be recomposed
into the necessary structure to satisfy the parallel view
prior to sending it to the interface layer above. The
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aforementioned information is stored in the VPF layer
file descriptor table.
2.2.3

Application

Interface

been developed to assist programmers in performing
such decompositions.
The way in which a parallel file is distributed among
disks can likewise be viewed in terms of a data decomposition mapping. This map is maintained by VIP-FS
to allow transparent access to parallel files.
The situation becomes much more complex when
a distributed application wishes to perform I/O operations in a distributed manner. In this case, the
host location and local address of each distributed element has to be mapped to disk location, file, and an
offset within the local file. This map will change for
every data decomposition, number of computational
hosts, and number of disks employed by the applicatSion. Maintaining this mapping in a general way
for every application becomes a tremendous burden
for the programmer. Futher, any application which
is written to perform optimally for a given configuration would require major revisions whenever execution
under a different data decomposition or system configuration is required.
The mapping function from the data element (on a
client) t,o the I/O device element (disk offset) is broken down into two different mapping functions, and
the composition defines the overall mapping. To use
mapped access, the programmer is required to define
the data decomposition mapping, and the parallel file
mapping to disk. (Alternatively, the programmer can
simply employ the parallel file default mapping). The
decomposition mapping information in communicated
to the file system via a procedure call.
Once the desired mappings have been declared, I/O
access can be performed by each host using the standard Unix calls. VIP-FS will maintain thli: mappings
in completSe transparency.

Layer

The application interface provided to a parallel file
system is a very important consideration. Most parallel file systems only provide Unix-like access to the
file system [4] [8]. This allows for flexibility but
can become cumbersome to use. For example, when
a distributed array is being used by the application,
t,lle burden for maintaining a mapping from the array to the parallel Cle (not always trivial) is placed
scluarely on the programmer. Thiu may easily result
in, code which sacrifices better performan’ce for ease of
Ilrogramming.
The function of the interface layer is to provide a
l~::~qical,structural view of the parallel file to the overlaying applicat,ion. It will permit the applicat,ion to
eligage in I/O by working with the clat,a st,ructure that
il. is using, rather t,han by the filt! abstraction If it, so
wishes. The interface layer itself uses a parallel file
al&raction;
it is responsible for translating each loC-IIIl/O request by t,hcsapplication into a request to
t lie parallel file in the file abstraction (i.e., as an offset
a.l~d number of byt,es a cc,rtain parallel file), and for
cc:nverting or reorganizing data from 1he Parallel VirI ual File Server (VI P-k%)back into the applicat.iou’s
d-sired 1ogica.l strl~cr,ur~~.
The interface layer of VIP-FS hcurrently supports
two types of I)arallel lile access by the application:
conventional Unix-like access wherca, by default, all
nodes have equal access to the entirrh parallel file. and
access. Future! irnplement,ations will include
rllapped
array access. W C describe each of these below.

Array

VIP-FS provides access to paralltal files m t#he con\!, nLiona1 Unix manner using open(), close(), read(),
write(), Iseek(), e.t c calls. When using this interface,
c;~cll host executing the applicatil,n will have access to
tile entire parallel file. It is the rf,sponshbility of t,he
Ilrogrammer to arl-iitrat.e and schetlule host access to
the parallel files to ensure the df!sirc!tl results art: obt;bined. As with l/nix. first-come,-iirst.-scr~ed selln;mt ia:s apply.
Mapped

References

The dataparallel programming model has emerged
as the most popular programming model for parallel
and distributed applications. As a result, many languages have been designed to support such a programming model. Within the scientific computing community, languages such as High Performalrce Fortran
(HPF) [5] [16] [3] [6] have been developed to facilitate the migration of massive quantities of legacy
Fortran applications t.o parallel and distributed environments.
A dataparallel interfa.ce to the parallel I/O syst.em
would greatly enhance the power of dataparallel languages. In such a system, data could be viewed entirely as a data structure, commonly an array of some
sort. Performing parallel I/O operations on the array
data would require merely reading or writ.ing the desired section of the array. Each client will issue the
same I/O instruction. By making use of the data decomposition information (previously declared), the file
system will transparently deliver only the appropriate
portion to the associated client.

Access

In many distribut,ed and parallel applications, parallelism is obtained by using data decomposition.
l)ata is partitioned, usually equally, among the host
computers and operated on concurrently. When data
is partitioned for t,his purpose, some mapping is often
ilrvolved. The mapping associates tl~ global posit’ion
of’each data elernc:nt, with a host and a Ioral address
on t.hat host, and vice versa. The complexi:,y involved
ill doing this is off,en rllanageabln, and libraries have
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devices follow a near optimal pattern with a reduction in the total number of requests for the entire I/O
operation. In a second stage, the data is buffered and
redistributed to conform with the data decomposition
used by the application (the target decomposition).
3.3
Assumed-Requests
The two-phase access strategy gains its effectiveness
by relying upon the existence (assumed) of a higher degree, less congested interconnection networks between
clients versus the network used to access data to and
from the storage system; this is often the case in parallel machines. However, in distributed systems, shared
media networks are commonly employed, and the basis for two-phase strategy’s improved performance is
lost. We have designed an alternative approach which
may significantly improve read performance by greatly
reducing the number of requests seen by each I/O device; we call this the assumed-requests technique.
With assumed-requests, data decomposition information is distributed to the IDD processes as part of
the file description information.
Clients are assured
to make requests in a collective manner as in twophase access. That is, we assume a Single-ProgramMultiple-Data (SPMD) of computation. A one-to-one
or many-to-one mapping is established from the set
of I/O devices to a subset of clients (the latter case
occurs when the number of I/O devices exceeds the
number of clients). We say that the members of the
subset are assigned to the I/O devices.
When a read operation is performed by the application program, only the assigned clients have their
requests actually delivered to I/O devices. ‘Thus, each
I/O device only receives a single request each. From
the request the I/O device receives, along with data
decomposition information, each I/O device computes
the amount of data required by all clients (assigned or
not). It then satisfies the portion of requests which
involve locally stored data by delivering this data directly to the appropriate client.
By reducing the number of I/O requests that actually traverse the network to a minimum, assumedrequests can provide great improvements in read performance.

Design Tradeoffs
All three functional layers of VIP-FS could be combined, along with the application, into a single executing process. The advantage of such an organization would be that interlayer communication would
involve the use of intraprocess communication mechan.isms (e.g., procedure calls) resulting in a reduction of
overhead versus the interprocess communication otherwise necessary. This cost savings could be significant depending upon the message passing library used.
Further, it would simplify message handling within the
entire distributed system. On the other hand, such a
design would have one serious limitation. All I/O requests on a given host would have to be controlled
and directed by the VIP-FS process (now also the application process) on that host. This renders all I/O
requests to be blocking calls, serializing them at the
host.
By separating the IDD layer as a distinct process
from the rest of the layers, any communication to the
IDD layer can be done asynchronously. Requests for
I/O on a given host will be controlled by the IDD process on that host. Furthermore, all I/O requests can
be made non-blocking allowing the system to overlap
communication with I/O which, in lower-bandwidth
networks, results in great performance benefits.
2.3

3

Communication
in VIP-FS
In this section, we describe the communication
strategies used during data access in VIP-FS. Three
strategies for data access have been incorporated into
VIP-FS: direct access, two-phase a.ccess, and assumed
requests. This will facilitate research in data access
and availability schemes - one of the primary objectibes of the project.
3.1
Direct
Access
The direct access strategy is the traditional access
method used for parallel and distributed file systems.
In this scheme, every I/O request is translated into
requests to the appropriate I/O device.
Each distributed application is composed of one or
more clients. The file syst,em services each client independently of the others. There is no globally organized access strategy as with the remaining two methods. This scheme is used when each client obeys a
self-scheduled access pattern.

Performance
Results
In this section we present our initial results for VIPFS. These results cover only a small set of configurations and apply only to a single transmission medium
- Ethernet. We are primarily concerned with gaining
some indication of the feasibility of this approach for
building a parallel virtual file system.
Figures 2 and 3 show the read performance for
two configurations of data decomposition. The first
graph shows performance for a RowBlock data decomposition to RowBlock file decomposition.
The second graph shows the corresponding performance for
a RowBlock to ColumnBlock decomposition. It can
4

Two-Phase
Access
When all clients in the distributed application perform I/O access with some global pattern, then it is
useful to employ a more efficient access strategy. The
two-phase access strategy has been shown to provide
more consistent performance across a wider variety
of data distributions than direct access methods [7].
With two-phase access, all clients access data approximately simultaneously. The file system schedules access so that data sotrage or retrieval from the I/O
3.2
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Mbits/s
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Mbits/s

MBytes
RowBlock to RowBlock
Figure 2: VIP-FS
HowBlock

Read Performance:

RowBlock to ColumnBlock
RowBlock to

Figure 3: VIP-FS
ColumnBlock

Read Performance:

RowBlock to

Mbits/s
8.1

IX seen that, for both cases, performance scales with
illcreasing dataset. size (x-axes). Scalability with resllect to increasing compubational Ilodes, however, can
t)r: seen to be non-linear. The rt.:ason for this is t.hat
LL-,the number of coniputational nodes is increased,
t lie number of requests increases and the ethernet, rtet~1ork performance becomes a bott,leneck. These effects
:tre expected to be greatly reduced when the assumedrt quests access m&otis are used.
Figure 4 shows t#he write performance for a RowHlock data decomposilion to Rowl3lock file decomposition. As shown, t,he effects of the ethernet bottlrneck
are much more pronuurIced in thl: write case. The reas<In for this is that the algorithrns for writes art’ asyncllronous. Thus, t,he compute nodc!s tend to “pump
ollt” more requests per unlit. of t inxt, than In the read
L’;Lss(:.This causes the jletwork t,c.)c.ongest much niore
qllickly (i.e., at lowt,r nunlbers of conlpute [lodes) In
tl~is particular case, the maximum throughput, is obt;~ined when there are t,wo compute nodes.

8.1~

7.3

5.6

compute : 1/O
I/O node ratio

,

A
q

Conclusions
and Future
Work
We have described a system for incorporating a
parallel I/O virtual file system with message-passing
libraries.
We have ltriefly described a number of
nlessage--passing mechanisms thtit ~nay improve performance on heterogeneous systems. We have provided our initial r(bsults which indicate? that, there
is much promise in using approa,ch to construct a
l)ortable, scalable: par;Jlel virtual Rle system.

4~4
8:4

5

3+ii

6.0

3.5

8.5

11.0

13.5

16.0
1
MBytes

RowBlock to RowBlock
Figure 4: VIP-FS
RowBlock
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Read Performance:

RowBlock to

[ll]

In order to further improve the performance of our
system, we have a number of future research plans
which we are optimistic will lead to ideas for design
improvement which we can then incorporate into VIPFS. For instance, the effects of incorporating caches at
the I/O devices or the clients will be studied. Further
studies on access (communication) methods in relat,ion
to various transmission media and architectures will
also be carried out. At the interface level, an MPI
compatible interface is currently being designed, and
an HPF interface is being planned in conjunction with
the PASSION project at Syracuse University.
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